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Lookout Towers- Sentinels to History 

 

 By Teena Ligman, Public Affairs Specialist 
 
Throughout southern Indiana, lookout towers were constructed in the 1930s as land 
managers realized the damage that could be caused by wildfires. Indiana was one of the last 
states to be mapped for elevation, so the job of finding locations to build the towers was a hit 
or miss proposition. After 20 fire towers were erected, they found that three had to be 
dismantled and moved to different locations, the remainder needed to be extended twenty 
feet in height. Eleven additional towers were needed to provide complete coverage of the 
area. 

It isn’t clear how many  towers may have been built in Indiana since some replaced others, 
but the estimate is 45. In 1952, there were over 5,000 lookout towers in the nation, with 33 in 
Indiana, and nine on the Hoosier National Forest. Today there are 15 statewide, and only the 
Hickory Ridge Tower remains on the Hoosier.  

Built by the Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930s, the towers started coming down in the 
1970s as aircraft detection flights became more prevalent. Then, as more residents had 
phones, the Forest relied on people to report fires and the towers were no longer manned 
and became a liability.  
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However, for 40 years the nine lookout towers located on the Hoosier National Forest served 
an important role to the communities they protected. 
The towers stretched through the south central portion of the state: 

• Hickory Ridge Tower, Monroe Co. – 100’  
• Dutch Ridge Tower, Monroe Co. –60’?  
• Houston Tower, Jackson Co. – 100’  
• Bryantsville/Georgia Tower, Lawrence Co. – 100’. This tower was apparently later 

manned by state towermen. 
• Shoals Tower, Martin Co. – 100’  
• Marchand Tower, Perry Co. – 80’ 
• Buzzard Roost Tower, Perry Co. – 100’ 
• German Ridge Tower, Perry Co. – 80’ 
• West Fork Tower, Perry Co. – 100’ 

 
The more remote Forest Service towers (Hickory Ridge, Shoals, Marchand, and West Fork) 
included dwellings for the towermen to live on site. Each included a four room house, a 
garage, privy, and cistern.  
 
The towers were staffed in the spring and fall and when fire danger was high. The towermen 
often worked late into the night  due to increased fire activity. Fire lookouts took weather 
observations every hour, climbing down to take wind speed, direction, humidity and 
temperature readings to report by radio or telephone. Occasionally they might leave the 
tower to check out a smoke, but mostly they watched their horizons for any sign of fire; 
differentiating from experience chimney smoke from a wildfire.  
 
The main tool a lookout used was an Osborne Firefinder. This circular map/compass was 
mounted in the center of the tower’s cab. Every lookout tower across the country had one of 
these instruments. With his Firefinder, he could take an azimuth reading to the fire and call it 
in. Other towers in the area would also get a reading on the same smoke and where the 
azimuths intersected, the dispatcher would be able to triangulate the fire’s location. In high 
fire danger, a crew might often be working near the tower to “chase smokes” and investigate 
the fires reported by the towermen.  
  
The land looks very different today than when the towers were built. Where there are now 
miles of remote woodland, there were once farmland and homes that were diligently 
protected by the men and women staffing the lookout towers.   
 
If you have photos or information on any lookout tower or would like more information, 
contact Teena Ligman, at 812-276-4757 (tligman@fs.fed.us).  
 

 



 
 

 
Carl Norman, sites in a smoke using an alidade in Bryantsville Lookout Tower in 1937.  
 

 
Bill Taylor (same scenario – better picture, unknown tower on the Hoosier). 

 
Marchand Tower in 1967. 

 



 
 

 
Aerial detection, the death knell of the towers on the Hoosier, began flying in the 1970s. 
Shown here a detection plane (lower left) flies low near the Marchand Tower.  

 
Dutch Ridge Lookout Tower in the snow. 

 



 
 

 
West Fork Tower (background) and picnic area in 1963.  
 
 

 


